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The Coastal Review's Multiple Issue (June 2011)

Jorge W. Suazo
Georgia Southern University

The Department of Foreign Languages is happy to announce its publication of the latest issue of The Coastal Review. It has been a while since we could produce a new issue, and after a hiatus of about two years, we present you with a multiple issue edition that combines Issues 1 and 2 with our current Issue 3. It was necessary to delay our previous two editions since No. 1 and 2 could only include one work each; however, and after completing Issue 3, we are glad to able to add those articles to our current issue.

I must indeed acknowledge the help provided by my colleagues, Clara Krug and Michael McGrath and thank them since they, as Associate Editors, have contributed with ideas and advice for this publication. In addition, The Coastal Review would not be possible without the collaboration of the staff of the Department of Foreign Languages, but I specially thank Ms. Katrina Haney for her diligence, patience and help she gives allowing us to put together and publish our online journal. Finally, I want to thank the Editorial Board together with other scholars and colleagues in the United States and from abroad who helped us evaluate the works included in our publication.

The Department of Foreign Languages hopes that you will become a life-long reader of The Coastal Review and will consider future submissions of your work for publication.
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